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What	is	natural	language	processing?
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an	experimental	computer	science	research	area
that	includes	problems	and	solutions	pertaining	to

the	understanding	of	human	language

What	is	natural	language	processing?
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Text	Classification
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Text	Classification

• spam	/	not	spam
• priority	level
• category	(primary	/	social	/	promotions	/	updates)
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Sentiment	Analysis
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Machine	Translation
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Machine	Translation

New	Poll:	Will	you	buy	an	Apple	Watch?
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Question	Answering
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Summarization
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Summarization

The	Apple	Watch	has	drawbacks.	There	are	other	
smartwatches that	offer	more	capabilities.	
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Dialog	Systems

user:	Schedule	a	meeting	with	Matt	and	David	on	Thursday.
computer:	Thursday	won’t	work	for	David.	How	about	Friday?
user:	I’d	prefer	Monday	then,	but	Friday	would	be	ok	if	necessary.
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Part-of-Speech	Tagging

determiner					verb	(past)						prep.			proper					proper			poss.					adj.													noun
Some						questioned						if							Tim						Cook						’s						first						product	

modal							verb				det.									adjective									noun				prep.						proper					punc.
would						be						a						breakaway						hit						for						Apple								.



determiner					verb	(past)						prep.			proper					proper			poss.					adj.													noun

modal							verb				det.									adjective									noun				prep.						proper					punc.
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Part-of-Speech	Tagging

determiner					verb	(past)						prep.				noun								noun					poss.					adj.												noun
Some						questioned						if							Tim						Cook						’s						first						product	

modal							verb				det.									adjective									noun				prep.							noun						punc.
would						be						a						breakaway						hit						for						Apple								.

Some	questioned	if	Tim	Cook’s	first	product	would	be	a	breakaway	hit	for	Apple.

Named	Entity	Recognition

PERSON ORGANIZATION
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Syntactic	Parsing



figure	credit:	Durrett &	Klein	(2014)
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Revenues of $14.5 billion were posted by Dell1. The company1 ...

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dell

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Dell

Infobox type: company

Infobox type: person

ORGANIZATION
PERSON

Figure 1: Coreference can help resolve ambiguous cases
of semantic types or entity links: propagating information
across coreference arcs can inform us that, in this context,
Dell is an organization and should therefore link to the
article on Dell in Wikipedia.

shown that tighter integration of coreference and
entity linking is promising (Hajishirzi et al., 2013;
Zheng et al., 2013); we extend these approaches and
model the entire process more holistically. Named
entity recognition is improved by simple coreference
(Finkel et al., 2005; Ratinov and Roth, 2009) and
knowledge from Wikipedia (Kazama and Torisawa,
2007; Ratinov and Roth, 2009; Nothman et al.,
2013; Sil and Yates, 2013). Joint models of corefer-
ence and NER have been proposed in Haghighi and
Klein (2010) and Durrett et al. (2013), but in neither
case was supervised data used for both tasks. Tech-
nically, our model is most closely related to that of
Singh et al. (2013), who handle coreference, named
entity recognition, and relation extraction.2 Our sys-
tem is novel in three ways: the choice of tasks to
model jointly, the fact that we maintain uncertainty
about all decisions throughout inference (rather than
using a greedy approach), and the feature sets we
deploy for cross-task interactions.

In designing a joint model, we would like to
preserve the modularity, efficiency, and structural
simplicity of pipelined approaches. Our model’s
feature-based structure permits improvement of fea-
tures specific to a particular task or to a pair of tasks.
By pruning variable domains with a coarse model
and using approximate inference via belief propaga-
tion, we maintain efficiency and our model is only a
factor of two slower than the union of the individual

2Our model could potentially be extended to handle relation
extraction or mention detection, which has also been addressed
in past joint modeling efforts (Daumé and Marcu, 2005; Li and
Ji, 2014), but that is outside the scope of the current work.

models. Finally, as a structured CRF, it is concep-
tually no more complex than its component models
and its behavior can be understood using the same
intuition.

We apply our model to two datasets, ACE 2005
and OntoNotes, with different mention standards
and layers of annotation. In both settings, our joint
model outperforms our independent baseline mod-
els. On ACE, we achieve state-of-the-art entity link-
ing results, matching the performance of the system
of Fahrni and Strube (2014). On OntoNotes, we
match the performance of the best published coref-
erence system (Björkelund and Kuhn, 2014) and
outperform two strong NER systems (Ratinov and
Roth, 2009; Passos et al., 2014).

2 Motivating Examples

We first present two examples to motivate our ap-
proach. Figure 1 shows an example of a case where
coreference is beneficial for named entity recogni-
tion and entity linking. The company is clearly
coreferent to Dell by virtue of the lack of other possi-
ble antecedents; this in turn indicates that Dell refers
to the corporation rather than to Michael Dell. This
effect can be captured for entity linking by a fea-
ture tying the lexical item company to the fact that
COMPANY is in the Wikipedia infobox for Dell,3

thereby helping the linker make the correct decision.
This would also be important for recovering the fact
that the mention the company links to Dell; how-
ever, in the version of the task we consider, a men-
tion like the company actually links to the Wikipedia
article for Company.4

Figure 2 shows a different example, one where
the coreference is now ambiguous but entity linking
is transparent. In this case, an NER system based
on surface statistics alone would likely predict that
Freddie Mac is a PERSON. However, the Wikipedia
article for Freddie Mac is unambiguous, which al-
lows us to fix this error. The pronoun his can then be
correctly resolved.

These examples justify why these tasks should be
handled jointly: there is no obvious pipeline order
for a system designer who cares about the perfor-

3Monospaced fonts indicate titles of Wikipedia articles.
4This decision was largely driven by a need to match the

ACE linking annotations provided by Bentivogli et al. (2010).

Coreference Resolution

Entity	Linking
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“Winograd Schema”	
Coreference Resolution

The	man	couldn't	lift	his	son	because	hewas	so	weak.

The	man	couldn't	lift	his	son	because	hewas	so	heavy.
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“Winograd Schema”	
Coreference Resolution

The	man	couldn't	lift	his	son	because	hewas	so	weak.

The	man	couldn't	lift	his	son	because	hewas	so	heavy.

man

son



Once	there	was	a	boy	named	Fritz	who	loved	to	draw.	He	drew	
everything.	In	the	morning,	he	drew	a	picture	of	his	cereal	with	
milk.	His	papa	said,	“Don’t	draw	your	cereal.	Eat	it!”	
After	school,	Fritz	drew	a	picture	of	his	bicycle.	His	uncle	said,	
“Don't	draw	your	bicycle.	Ride	it!”
…

What	did	Fritz	draw	first?
A)	the	toothpaste
B)	his	mama
C)	cereal	and	milk
D)	his	bicycle
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Reading	Comprehension



Conspicuous	by	their	absence…
• speech	recognition	(see	TTIC	31110)
• information	retrieval	and	web	search
• knowledge	representation
• recommender	systems
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Computational	Linguistics	vs.	Natural	Language	Processing

• how	do	they	differ?
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Computational	Biology	vs.	Bioinformatics

“Computational	biology	=	the	study	of	biology	using	
computational	techniques.		The	goal	is	to	learn	new	biology,	
knowledge	about	living	systems.		It	is	about	science.

Bioinformatics	=	the	creation	of	tools	(algorithms,	databases)	
that	solve	problems.		The	goal	is	to	build	useful	tools	that	work	
on	biological	data.		It	is	about	engineering.”

--Russ	Altman
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Computational	Linguistics	vs.	Natural	Language	Processing

• many	people	think	of	the	two	terms	as	synonyms

• computational	linguistics	is	more	inclusive;	more	likely	
to	include	sociolinguistics,	cognitive	linguistics,	and	
computational	social	science

• NLP	is	more	likely	to	use	machine	learning	and	involve	
engineering	/	system-building
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Is	NLP	Science	or	Engineering?
• goal	of	NLP	is	to	develop	technology,	which	takes	the	
form	of	engineering

• though	we	try	to	solve	today’s	problems,	we	seek	
principles	that	will	be	useful	for	the	future

• if	science,	it’s	not	linguistics	or	cognitive	science;	it’s	
the	science	of	computational	processing	of	language

• so	I	like	to	think	that	we’re	doing	the	science	of	
engineering
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Course	Overview
• New	course,	first	time	being	offered

• Aimed	at	first-year	PhD	students

• Instructor	office	hours:	Mondays	3-4	pm,	TTIC	531

• Teaching	assistant:	Lifu Tu,	TTIC	PhD	student
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Prerequisites
• No	course	prerequisites,	but	I	will	assume:
– some	programming	experience	(no	specific	
language	required)

– familiarity	with	basics	of	probability,	calculus,	and	
linear	algebra

• Undergraduates	with	relevant	background	are	
welcome	to	take	the	course.	Please	bring	an	
enrollment	approval	form	to	me	if	you	can’t	
enroll	online.
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Grading
• 3	assignments	(15%	each)
• midterm	exam	(15%)
• course	project	(35%):
– preliminary	report	and	meeting	with	instructor	(10%)
– class	presentation	(5%)
– final	report	(20%)

• class	participation	(5%)
• no	final
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Assignments
• Mixture	of	formal	exercises,	implementation,	
experimentation,	analysis

• “Choose	your	own	adventure”	component	
based	on	your	interests,	e.g.:
– exploratory	data	analysis
– machine	learning
– implementation/scalability
– model	and	error	analysis
– visualization
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Project
• Replicate	[part	of]	a	published	NLP	paper,	or	
define	your	own	project.

• The	project	may	be	done	individually	or	in	a	
group	of	two.	Each	group	member	will	receive	
the	same	grade.

• More	details	to	come.
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Collaboration	Policy
• You	are	welcome	to	discuss	assignments	with	
others	in	the	course,	but	solutions	and	code	
must	be	written	individually
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Textbooks

• All	are	optional
• Speech	and	Language	Processing,	2nd Ed.	

– some	chapters	of	3rd edition	are	online

• The	Analysis	of	Data,	Volume	1:	Probability
– freely	available	online

• Introduction	to	Information	Retrieval
– freely	available	online
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Roadmap
• classification
• words
• lexical	semantics
• language	modeling
• sequence	labeling
• syntax	and	syntactic	parsing
• neural	network	methods	in	NLP
• semantic	compositionality
• semantic	parsing
• unsupervised	learning
• machine	translation	and	other	applications
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Why	is	NLP	hard?
• ambiguity	and	variability	of	linguistic	expression:
– variability:	many	forms	can	mean	the	same	thing
– ambiguity:	one	form	can	mean	many	things

• there	are	many	different	kinds	of	ambiguity
• each	NLP	task	has	to	address	a	distinct	set	of	kinds
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Word	Sense	Ambiguity
• many	words	have	multiple	meanings
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Word	Sense	Ambiguity
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credit:	A.	Zwicky



Word	Sense	Ambiguity
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credit:	A.	Zwicky



Attachment	Ambiguity
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Meaning	Ambiguity
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• simplest	user-facing	NLP	application
• email	(spam,	priority,	categories):

• sentiment:

• topic	classification
• others?
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Text	Classification



What	is	a	classifier?
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What	is	a	classifier?
• a	function	from	inputs	x to	classification	labels	y
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What	is	a	classifier?
• a	function	from	inputs	x to	classification	labels	y
• one	simple	type	of	classifier:
– for	any	input	x,	assign	a	score	to	each	label	y,	
parameterized	by	vector	 :
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What	is	a	classifier?
• a	function	from	inputs	x to	classification	labels	y
• one	simple	type	of	classifier:
– for	any	input	x,	assign	a	score	to	each	label	y,	
parameterized	by	vector	 :

– classify	by	choosing	highest-scoring	label:
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Course	Philosophy
• From	reading	papers,	one	gets	the	idea	that	machine	
learning	concepts	are	monolithic,	opaque	objects
– e.g.,	naïve	Bayes,	logistic	regression,	SVMs,	CRFs,	neural	
networks,	LSTMs,	etc.	

• Nothing	is	opaque
• Everything	can	be	dissected,	which	reveals	connections
• The	names	above	are	useful	shorthand,	but	not	useful	
for	gaining	understanding
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Course	Philosophy
• We	will	draw	from	machine	learning,	linguistics,	and	

algorithms,	but	technical	material	will	be	(mostly)	self-
contained;	we	won’t	use	many	black	boxes

• We	will	focus	on	declarative	(rather	than	procedural)	
specifications,	because	they	highlight	connections	and	
differences
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Modeling,	Inference,	Learning
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Modeling,	Inference,	Learning

• Modeling:	How	do	we	assign	a	score	to	an	
(x,y)	pair	using	parameters				?

modeling:	define		score	function
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Modeling,	Inference,	Learning

• Inference:	How	do	we	efficiently	search	over	
the	space	of	all	labels?

inference:	solve														_ modeling:	define		score	function
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Modeling,	Inference,	Learning

• Learning:	How	do	we	choose				?

learning:	choose	_

modeling:	define		score	functioninference:	solve														_
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Modeling,	Inference,	Learning

• We	will	use	this	same	paradigm	throughout	
the	course,	even	when	the	output	space	size	
is	exponential	in	the	size	of	the	input	or	is	
unbounded	(e.g.,	machine	translation)

learning:	choose	_

modeling:	define		score	functioninference:	solve														_
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Notation
• We’ll	use	boldface	for	vectors:

• Individual	entries	will	use	subscripts	and	no	boldface,	e.g.,	for	
entry	i:
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Modeling:	Linear	Models
• Score	function	is	linear	in				:

• f	:	feature	function	vector
• :	weight	vector
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Modeling:	Linear	Models
• Score	function	is	linear	in				:

• f	:	feature	function	vector
• :	weight	vector
• How	do	we	define		f	?
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Defining	Features
• This	is	a	large	part	of	NLP
• Last	20	years:	feature	engineering
• Last	2	years:	representation	learning

• In	this	course,	we	will	do	both
• Learning	representations	doesn’t	mean	that	we	
don’t	have	to	look	at	the	data	or	the	output!

• There’s	still	plenty	of	engineering	required	in	
representation	learning
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Defining	Features
• This	is	a	large	part	of	NLP
• Last	20	years:	feature	engineering
• Last	2	years:	representation	learning

• In	this	course,	we’ll	do	both
• Learning	representations	doesn’t	mean	that	we	
don’t	have	to	look	at	the	data	or	the	output!

• There’s	still	plenty	of	engineering	required	in	
representation	learning
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Feature	Engineering
• Often	decried	as	“costly,	hand-crafted,	
expensive,	domain-specific”,	etc.

• But	in	practice,	simple	features	typically	give	
the	bulk	of	the	performance

• Let’s	get	concrete:	how	should	we	define	
features	for	text	classification?
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Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification
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Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification
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is	now	a	vector	because	
it	is	a	sequence	of	words



Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification
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is	now	a	vector	because	
it	is	a	sequence	of	words

let’s	consider	sentiment	analysis:																		



Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification
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is	now	a	vector	because	
it	is	a	sequence	of	words

so,	here	is	our	sentiment	classifier	that	uses	a	linear	model:

let’s	consider	sentiment	analysis:																		



Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification

• Two	features:

where

• What	should	the	weights	be?
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Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification

• Two	features:

where

• What	should	the	weights	be?
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Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification

• Two	features:

• Let’s	say	we	set
• On	sentences	containing	“great”	in	the	
Stanford	Sentiment	Treebank	training	data,	
this	would	get	us	an	accuracy	of	69%

• But	“great’’	only	appears	in	83/6911	examples
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Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification

• Two	features:

• Let’s	say	we	set
• On	sentences	containing	“great”	in	the	
Stanford	Sentiment	Treebank	training	data,	
this	would	get	us	an	accuracy	of	69%

• But	“great’’	only	appears	in	83/6911	examples
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variability:	many	other	words	can	indicate	positive	sentiment

ambiguity:	“great”	can	mean	different	things	in	different	contexts



• Usually,	great	indicates	positive	sentiment:
The	most	wondrous	 love	story	in	years,	it	is	a	great film.
A	great companion	piece	to	other	Napoleon	 films	.

• Sometimes	not.	Why?
Negation:	It's	not	a	greatmonster	movie	.
Different	sense:	There's	a	great	deal	of	corny	dialogue	and	
preposterous	moments	.
Multiple	sentiments: A	great ensemble	cast	can't	lift	this	
heartfelt	enterprise	out	of	the	familiar.

• And	there	are	many	other	words	that	indicate	
positive	sentiment
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• Usually,	great	indicates	positive	sentiment:
The	most	wondrous	 love	story	in	years,	it	is	a	great film.
A	great companion	piece	to	other	Napoleon	 films	.

• Sometimes	not.	Why?
Negation:	It's	not	a	greatmonster	movie	.
Different	sense:	There's	a	great	deal	of	corny	dialogue	and	
preposterous	moments	.
Multiple	sentiments: A	great ensemble	cast	can't	lift	this	
heartfelt	enterprise	out	of	the	familiar.
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Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification

• What	about	a	feature	like	the	following?

• What	should	its	weight	be?
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Feature	Engineering	for	Text	Classification

• What	about	a	feature	like	the	following?

• What	should	its	weight	be?
• Doesn’t	matter.
• Why?
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Text	Classification

70

our	linear	sentiment	classifier:



Inference for	Text	Classification
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inference:	solve														_



Inference for	Text	Classification
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inference:	solve														_

• trivial	(loop	over	labels)



Text	Classification
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Learning	for	Text	Classification
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learning:	choose	_



Learning	for	Text	Classification
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learning:	choose	_

• There	are	many	ways	to	choose



Experimental	Practice
• in	the	beginning,	we	just	had	data
• first	innovation:	split	into	train	and	test
– motivation:	simulate	conditions	of	applying	
system	in	practice

• but,	there’s	a	problem	with	this…
– we	need	to	explore	and	evaluate	methodological	
choices

– after	multiple	evaluations	on	test,	it	is	no	longer	a	
simulation	of	real-world	conditions
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Experimental	Practice
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Experimental	Practice
• in	the	beginning,	we	just	had	data
• first	innovation:	split	into	train and	test
– motivation:	simulate	conditions	of	applying	
system	in	practice

• but,	there’s	a	problem	with	this…
– we	need	to	explore	and	evaluate	methodological	
choices

– after	multiple	evaluations	on	test,	it	is	no	longer	a	
simulation	of	real-world	conditions
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Experimental	Practice
• we	need	to	explore/evaluate	methodological	choices
• what	should	we	do?
– some	use	cross	validation	on	train,	but	this	is	slow	and	
doesn’t	quite	simulate	real-world	settings	(why?)

• second	innovation:	divide	data	into	train,	test,	and	a	
third	set	called	development	or	validation
– use	development/validation	to	evaluate	choices
– then,	when	ready	to	write	the	paper,	evaluate	the	best	
model	on	test

• are	we	done	yet?		no!		there’s	still	a	problem
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Experimental	Practice
• we	need	to	explore/evaluate	methodological	choices
• what	should	we	do?
– some	use	cross	validation	on	train,	but	this	is	slow	and	
doesn’t	quite	simulate	real-world	settings	(why?)

• second	innovation:	divide	data	into	train,	test,	and	a	
third	set	called	development (dev)	or	validation	(val)
– use	dev/val to	evaluate	choices
– then,	when	ready	to	write	the	paper,	evaluate	the	best	
model	on	test

• are	we	done	yet?		no!		there’s	still	a	problem:
– overfitting to	dev/val
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Experimental	Practice
• we	need	to	explore/evaluate	methodological	choices
• what	should	we	do?
– some	use	cross	validation	on	train,	but	this	is	slow	and	
doesn’t	quite	simulate	real-world	settings	(why?)

• second	innovation:	divide	data	into	train,	test,	and	a	
third	set	called	development (dev)	or	validation	(val)
– use	dev/val to	evaluate	choices
– then,	when	ready	to	write	the	paper,	evaluate	the	best	
model	on	test

• are	we	done	yet?		no!		there’s	still	a	problem:
– overfitting to	dev/val
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Experimental	Practice
• we	need	to	explore/evaluate	methodological	choices
• what	should	we	do?
– some	use	cross	validation	on	train,	but	this	is	slow	and	
doesn’t	quite	simulate	real-world	settings	(why?)

• second	innovation:	divide	data	into	train,	test,	and	a	
third	set	called	development (dev)	or	validation	(val)
– use	dev/val to	evaluate	choices
– then,	when	ready	to	write	the	paper,	evaluate	the	best	
model	on	test

• are	we	done	yet?		no!		there’s	still	a	problem:
– overfitting to	dev/val
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Experimental	Practice
• best	practice:	split	data	into	train,	development	(dev),	
development	test	(devtest),	and	test
– train	model	on	train,	tune	hyperparameter values	on	dev,	
do	preliminary	testing	on	devtest,	do	final	testing	on	test	a	
single	time	when	writing	the	paper

– Even	better	to	have	even	more	test	sets!	test1,	test2,	etc.

• experimental	credibility	is	a	huge	component	of	doing	
useful	research

• when	you	publish	a	result,	it	had	better	be	replicable	
without	tuning	anything	on	test
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Don’t	Cheat!
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